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Contoh soal Acept UGM

Source: English Training Program (AcEPT & TOEFL Preparation)

Collected by: yusri hw (facebook.com/ciciunic)

Informasi Umum

Bagian-Bagian Soal

Pada tes AcEPT ada 5 Parts (bagian) yaitu:
Listening ----------------> (20 soal)
Vocabulary ----------------> (30 soal)
Grammar and Structure    ----> (40 soal)
Reading ----------------> (40 soal)
Composing Skills ----------------> (40 soal)

Bobot Soal
Bobot setiap butir soal adalah 2,5 (dua setengah) 
poin.
Jumlah soal AcEPT adalah 170 soal, sehingga 170 x 2,5 
= 425.
Informasi resmi dari DAA, total nilai AcEPT adalah 426, 
selisih satu angka tentunya tidak signifikan meskipun 
mungkin ada alasannya.
Listening ---------------> ( 50 poin)
Vocabulary ---------------> ( 75 poin)
Grammar ---------------> (100 poin)
Reading ---------------> (100 poin)
Composing Skills ---------------> (100 poin)

Nilai Terendah, Tertinggi dan Batas Lulus AcEPT
Pada sistem penilian tes AcEPT kita ketahui bahwa:
Nilai terendah : 0 (Setara dengan TOEFL 217)
Nilai batas lulus S2 : 209 (Setara dengan TOEFL 450)
Nilai batas lulus S3 : 268 (Setara dengan TOEFL 500)
Nilai tertinggi : 426 (Setara dengan TOEFL 677)

Catatan:
Data tersebut adalah data resmi dari website UGM. 
Pada prakteknya banyak orang dengan nilai TOEFL 450 
belum juga mencapai nilai AcEPT 209 dan orang 
dengan nilai TOEFL 500 belum mencapai AcEPT 268.
Karena fakta dilapangan untuk mencapai nilai 209 
perlu kemampuan setara TOEFL 500 dan untuk 
mencapai nilai AcEPT 268 perlu kemampuan setara 
TOEFL 550.

UNTUK LULUS ACEPT HARUS BENAR BERAPA?

Untuk lulus, para mahasiswa dan calon mahasiswa 
pascasarjana UGM perlu bisa menjawab setidaknya 
sebagai berikut:
Mahasiswa S2 perlu nilai 209 minimal harus benar 84 
soal
Mahasiswa S3 perlu nilai 268 minimal harus benar 108 
soal

Demikianlah semoga informasi yang kami peroleh 
berbagai sumber ini bermanfaat bagi anda yang ingin 
bisa lulus tes AcEPT UGM.

Nilai Terendah, Tertinggi dan Batas Lulus AcEPT

Pada sistem penilian tes AcEPT kita ketahui bahwa:

- Nilai terendah : 0 (Setara dengan TOEFL 217)
- Nilai batas lulus S2 : 209 (Setara dengan TOEFL 450)
- Nilai batas lulus S3 : 268 (Setara dengan TOEFL 500)
- Nilai tertinggi : 426 (Setara dengan TOEFL 677)

Catatan:

Data tersebut adalah data resmi dari website UGM. 
Pada prakteknya banyak orang dengan nilai TOEFL 450 
belum juga mencapai nilai AcEPT 209 dan orang 
dengan nilai TOEFL 500 belum mencapai AcEPT 268.

Karena fakta dilapangan untuk mencapai nilai 209 
perlu kemampuan setara TOEFL 500 dan untuk 
mencapai nilai AcEPT 268 perlu kemampuan setara 
TOEFL 550.
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Listening 4,25 poin x 20 butir 

KUPAS TUNTAS RAHASIA TES ACEPT (PART 1:
LISTENING COMPREHENSION).

1. Sebelum anda mendengarkan pernyataan dari tape 
recorder/suara narator, sebaiknya anda melihat 
terlebih dahulu jawaban/pilihan A,B,C,D pada lembar 
soal.
2. Bacalah sepintas lalu (scanning) setiap kalimat pada 
pilihan A,B,C,D.
3. Perhatikan secara seksama, ada beberapa kata dari 
setiap pilihan A,B,C,D yang tulisannya sama/diu
lang lebih dari satu kali.
4. Kata - kata yang diulang itu merupakan TOPIK 
PEMBICARAAN.
5. Arahkan/fokus pikiran anda pada topik itu.
6. Dengarkan pernyataan pada tape recorder/narator.
7. Ada kata/kelompok kata yg merupakan KATA KUNCI 
dari pernyataan narator.
8. Buatlah KESIMPULAN dari kata kunci itu/CARI KATA 
LAIN/PENRNYATAAN LAIN yg mempunyai makna yang 
mirip/sama dengan kata kunci itu.
9. Kesimpulan/kata lain/pernyataan lain/sinonim dari 
kata kunci itu merupakan jawaban yg benar.

Perhatikan contoh berikut: Anda akan mendengarkan 
pernyataan dari narrator/tape recorder sbb:

1. The assignment is due the day after tomorrow. No 
extension will be given for this.

A. Simon is doing his job well, and they mentioned it.
B. You must do the assignment the day after 
tomorrow.
C. No sanction is given if you do the assignment the 
day after tomorrow.
D. It's better for you to complete the task right away.

Dari contoh di atas, dapat kita simpulkan bahwa topik 
dari pernyataan narrator adalah tentang 
ASSIGNMENT. Perhatikan kata assignment pada 
pilihan B dan C diulang dua kali.

KATA KUNCI pada pernyataan narrator adalah 
assignment (tugas), due (jatuh tempo) the day after 

tomorrow, No extension (tdk ada perpanjangan 
waktu).

Maka pilihan yang paling tepat adalah (D) It's better 
for you to complete the task right away.

Alasannya, kata "assignment" (tugas) pada pernyataan 
narrator mempunyai makna yg sama dengan "task" 
(tugas) pada pilihan (D). Selain itu, kelompok kata 
"due the day after tomorrow" dan "No extension" 
dapat kita simpulkan dgn pernyataan lain yakni "It's 
better for you to complete the task right away" 
(sebaiknya dikerjakan sekarang).

Tips ini berlaku untuk Tes AcEPT Part 1 Listening 
Comprehension (NOMOR 1 - 10). Mudah - mudahan 
tips saya ini dapat bermanfaat bagi teman - teman 
semua. Tips yang lain akan saya bahas dilain 
kesempatan. Salam Sukses

Vocabulary 2,83 poin x 30 butir 

TIPS FOR VOCABULARY - CLOZE TEST (AcEPT UGM)

Vocabulary cloze tests are common on all exams. They 
usually require you to choose the correct choice out 
of four possibilities. 

1. Read the text through trying to understanding the 
general meaning. 

2. Look at each missing word gap and try to imagine 
the correct should be.

3. Decide which part of speech (adjective, noun, 
gerund, etc.) needs to be used to fill each gap.

4. Read the text again, trying to fill gap as you come to 
it by imagining what the correct answer should be.

5. Read the text another time, this time choose the 
correct answer from the four (sometimes three) 
answers given.

6. If you are unsure of any given answer, try reading 
the sentence with each of the four possibilities.

7. Try to eliminate two of the obvious false answers 
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(usually two relatively false answers are given) When 
stuck between two answers, go with the one that 
sounds right.

Soal No 1 (8 may) 1-15

A. For questions 1 – 15, choose the word or phrase in 
A, B, C, or D which best completes each blank space in 
the text.

Text 1
The shark has senses specially (1)_____ the animal's 
life underwater. Smell is a shark's most acute sense. 
Approximately 70 percent of the shark's brain is used 
for smelling functions. Experiments have shown that 
sharks can detect prey (2)_____ by smell, and the 
hungrier the shark, the less stimulant needed to elicit 
a reaction.
Sharks are sensitive to light and can detect certain 
objects even in murky water. Some have a mirror-like 
layer under the retina that reflects incoming light and 
increases the (3)_____ light available to the eye.
Sharks can also sense electric and magnetic fields. 
Sensory pores located on the shark's head can detect 
a prey's bioelectric field (4)_____ if the prey is buried 
in sand. A shark can also detect the Earth's magnetic 
field. Open-ocean sharks may use this information to 
(5)_____ and orient themselves.

1. A. appointed by C. figured out
B. invented for D. designed for

2. A. timidly C. solely
B. hardly D. disorderly

3. A. prominence of C. odor of
B. disposal of D. amount of

4. A. even C. however
B. as D. even though

5. A. sink C. crawl
B. navigate D. Thrust

Kunci Jawaban Soal No 1

Soal No 2
text 
When he was 21 years old, Thomas Edison (1)_____ 

his first patent. It was for an electric vote counter 
(2)_____ in the United States House of 
Representatives. The machine worked perfectly, but 
the congressmen (3)_____ it. They did not want vote 
counting to be done quickly.
This experience (4)_____ the young inventor a lesson. 
He decided to follow a simple rule: “First, be sure a 
thing (5)_____ or needed, then go ahead.”

1. A. take out 
B. took out 
C. was taken out
D. had taken out

2. A. used to be 
B. used 
C. had used
D. to be used

3. A. not buy 
B. would not buy 
C. had not buy
D. was not bought

4. A. were teaching 
B. has taught 
C. taught
D. was taught

5. A. is wanted 
B. wants it 
C. wanted
D. had wanted

Jawaban Soal No 2
1.D
2.D
3.B
4.C
5.A

Soal No 3
Text 

The shark has senses specially (1)_____ the animal's 
life underwater. Smell is a shark's most acute sense. 
Approximately 70 percent of the shark's brain is used 
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for smelling functions. Experiments have shown that 
sharks can detect prey (2)_____ by smell, and the 
hungrier the shark, the less stimulant needed to elicit 
a reaction.
Sharks are sensitive to light and can detect certain 
objects even in murky water. Some have a mirror-like 
layer under the retina that reflects incoming light and 
increases the (3)_____ light available to the eye.
Sharks can also sense electric and magnetic fields. 
Sensory pores located on the shark's head can detect 
a prey's bioelectric field (4)_____ if the prey is buried 
in sand. A shark can also detect the Earth's magnetic 
field. Open-ocean sharks may use this information to 
(5)_____ and orient themselves.

1. A. appointed by 
B. invented for 
C. figured out
D. designed for

2. A. timidly 
B. hardly 
C. solely
D. Disorderly

3. A. prominence of 
B. disposal of 
C. odor of
D. amount of

4. A. even 
B. as 
C. however
D. even though

5. A.sink 
B. navigate 
C. crawl
D. Thrust

Jawaban Soal No 3:
1.D
2.C
3.D
4.A
5.B

Soal No 4 (27 januari)

1. To _____ someone means to save him or her 
from danger.
A. Praise
B. injure 
C. rescue 
D. announce

2. The committee _____ choosing you as president.
A. wound up 
B. buttoned down 
C. wiped out 

3. D. sat in
The newspaper says, “A two-year-old-girl _____ 
today when struck by bus.
A. kicked the bucket 
B. was eradicated 
C. was killed 
D. departed

4. Phrasal context_____ his fingernails.
A. tailored 
B. reduced 
C. remodeled 
D. manicured

Jawaban Soal No 4:
1. C
2. A
3. B
4. C

Soal No 5
After the capture of Troy, Ulysses set out for his__
(1)__ many miles away. But so many strange __(2)__
happened to him on his journey that 
ten__(3)__passed before he reached Ithaca.

1. A. neighbourhood 
B. continent 
C. homeland 
D. street

2. A. sights 
B. things 
C. place 
D. people

      3. A.years 
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B. times
C. roads 
D. cities

4. For the last five years at various hospital in the 
country __________ has been practicing medicine.
A. now
B. that
C. before
D. a midwife

Jawaban Soal No 5
1. C 
2. B 
3. A
4. No

Soal No 6

1. Tom insisted upon a fair share of partership’s
profits

a. Spare
b. Division
c. Merit
d. Help

2. The president held a brief press conference
a. Documented
b. Long
c. Pleasant
d. short

Grammar 2,125 poin x 40 butir 

Soal No 1 (10 may)

Cause of the rain!

Mike was a boy of eight. His home was not ___(1)___ 
school. So he often walked there and back every day. 
___(2)___ school, he passed a playground. There was 

much water in it when it rained. One day, when Mike 
came home, he was all wet. His mother became 
___(3)___ and said, " ___(4)___ in the water on your 
way." The next day Mike came back very wet again. 
His mother became ___(5)___. She thought Mike was 
___(6)___ his father because he was ___(7)___ his 
son. "I'll tell your father if you come home wet again," 
sad the mother. " ___(8)___ he'll come back from 
London next Tuesday. He'll punish you, I think." Two 
days ___(9)___, it was raining hard when Mike got 
home. But this time his clothes were dry. His mother 
became happy and said, "You're a good boy today. 
You didn't play in the water." "No," Mike said angrily. 
"There were so many strong boys in the water when I 
got there this afternoon. There ___(10)___ for me at 
all!"

1. 
A. far from
B. too far away
C. from near
D. far away to

2. 
A. In middle
B. go to
C. By the way
D. on his way to

3. 
A. glad
B. angry
C. happy
D. sad

4. 
A. Not to swim
B. don't play
C. don't fall
D. keep away

5. 
A. worried about
B. even angrily
C. even surprised
D. even angrier

6. 
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A. listening to
B. afraid of
C. the son of
D. told by

7. 
A. a good father of
B. always kind to
C. strict with
D. interested in

8. 
A. If
B. usually
C. may be
D. tomorrow

9. 
A. later
B. ago
C. early
D. after

10. 
A. was no water
B. were some rooms
C. were too many boys
D. wasn't any room

Kunci Jawaban  Soal No 1.

Soal No 2

A. Sentence Completion
Choose the word or phrase in A, B, C, or D which best 
completes each of the following sentences.

1. Traditionally, __________in New England on 
Thanksgiving Day.
(A) when served is sweet cider
(B) when sweet cider is served
(C) is served sweet cider
(D) sweet cider is served

2. Lillian D. Wald, public health nurse and 
__________, was born in Cincinnati Ohio, in 1867.
(A) reforming society
(B) social reformer
(C) who reformed society

(D) her social reform

3. In 1964__________of Henry Ossawa Tanner's 
paintings was shown at the Smithsonian Institution.
(A) was a major collection
(B) that a major collection
(C) a collection was major
(D) a major collection

4. __________irritating effect on humans, the use of 
phenol as a general antiseptic has been largely 
discontinued.
(A) Its
(B) Where its
(C) Since its
(D) Because of its

5. In order to remain in existence,__________must 
produce something consumers consider useful or 
desirable.
(A) a profit-making organization
(B) a profit-making organization which
(C) therefore a profit-making organization
(D) whichever a profit-making organization

Jawaban Soal No 2
1.D
2.B
3.D
4.D
5.A

Soal No 3
Choose the word or phrase in A, B, C, or D that best 
collocates (combines) with each of the underlined 
words or phrases in the following sentences.

1. In medieval days, entire communities united to 
build churches that would not only glorify religion but 
that would also be a credit ........ their cities.
A. for 
B. on
C. to
D. In

2. Accounting information can be classified ........ two 
categories: financial accounting and managerial 
accounting.
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A. to 
B. into 
C. by
D. On

3. Amelia Earhart was greatly interested ........ the 
development of commercial aviation and took an 
active role in opening the field to women.
A. in 
B. at 
C. with
D. About

4. Since independence, African governments have 
tried to diversify their exports so their income does 
not depend ........ just one item.
A. in 
B. with 
C. at
D. On

5. Physical anthropologists often rely ........ rigorous 
medical scientific methods for their research, in 
addition to more general observational methods.
A. above 
B. under 
C. on
D. With

Jawaban Soal No 3:
1.A
2.B
3.A
4.D
5.C

Soal No 4 (22 februari)
1. Question Excerpt From Subject Verb Agreement 

Test One of my dogs ___ old.
A. is
B. Are

2. Mathematics ____ my favourite subject.
A. is
B. Are

3. Some of the students in my class _____ angry 
that they did not pass.
A. was
B. Were

4. There ____ the president.
A. goes
B. Go

5. The boy with his friends ____ chocolate at the 
supermarket.
A. buys
B. Buy

6. The teacher's clothes ____ out of fashion.
A. was
B. Were

7. McDonalds ____ an example of a fine American 
fast food restaurant.
A. is
B. Are

8. Indians ____ a lot of junk food.

A. eats
B. Eat

9. The United States _____ bordered by Canada and 
Mexico.
A. is
B. Are

10. There ____ lots of money under the sofa.
A. is
B. Are

Jawaban Soal No 4

Soal No 5 (11 februari)
1. Caffeine is primarily consumed in coffee and tea, 
______ 
also found in cocoa, cola, and other soft drinks.

A. but
B. but it
C. but it is
D. it is

Jawaban Soal No 5:

Composing 2,125 poin x 40 butir 
Soal 1
(JUMLED SENTENCE) 34-40

1. Thorough chewing cuts food into small pieces that 
are more easily attacked by the saliva, which moistens 
the food so it can be swallowed easily.
2. Digestion begins in the mouth, where the food is 
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cut and chopped by the teeth.
3. From the mouth the food is swallowed into the 
tubelike esophagus, or gullet.
4. The saliva also contains the enzyme amylase, which 
changes some starches into simple sugars .
5. The tongue helps mix the food particles with a 
digestive juice called saliva, which is secreted by 
glands in the mouth.

A. 2-3-1-4-5 
B. 2-5-4-3-1 
C. 2-5-1-4-3
D. 2-3-5-1-4

Jawaban Soal No1 :

Soal 2
(JUMLED SENTENCE) 34-40

1. He comes from Yogyakarta.
2. His study program is Management.
3. His complete name is Bang Acept.
4. He studies at Gadjah Mada University.

A. 2 - 4 - 1 - 3
B. 3 - 1 - 4 - 2
C. 3 - 4 - 1 - 2
D. 1 - 3 - 2 - 4

TIPS:
Langkah 1: Perhatikan 4 kalimat di atas yg disusun 
secara acak (bkn susunan yg benar).

Langkah 2: Perhatikan hubungan antara kalimat yg 
satu dgn yg lainnya (kalimat manakah yg hrs diurutkan 
pertama, kedua, ketiga dan ke empat). 

Langkah 3: Jika anda tdk dpt mengurutkan secara 
langsung dari 4 kalimat tsb, anda bs melihat kalimat 1 
(pertama) dan kalimat lain manakah yg merupakan 
kelanjutan dari kalimat 1 atau sebelum kalimat 1. 

Misalnya: Kalimat pertama merupakan kelanjutan dari 
kalimat ketiga atau kalimat ketiga hrs ditempatkan 
sebelum kalimat pertama. Sehingga dpt kita 
simpulkan bahwa kalimat ke 3 dan 1 merupakan 
urutan logis. 

Langkah 4: Perhatikan pada pilihan (A,B,C dan D), 
apakah ada pilhan urutan 3 - 1? Jika pilihan lain tdk 
ada urutan 3 - 1

Jika ada pilihan lain yg mengurutkan 3 - 1, maka anda 
dapat menganalisa lg kalimat manakah yg merupakan 
kelanjutan dr kalimat 1. Atau kalimat manakah yg hrs 
diurutkan paling akhir. 
Jawaban Soal No 2 : B. (3 - 1 - 4 - 2)

Soal No 3 (4 april)

1) These small land percentage are consisting of 
Bunaken, Manado Tua, Mantehage and Siladen 
islands.
(2) The park is a representative of Indonesia tropical 
water ecosystem.
(3) Established in 1991, the park covers the area of 
890,65 kM2,
(4) The Bunaken national Park is a marine park in the 
north of Sulawesi.
(5) 97 % of which is marine habitat while the 3 % 
others are consisting of islands.

The right order is ....
A. 4-3-5-2-1 c. 4-2-3-5 -1
B. 4-5-3-1-2 d. 4-1-5-3-2

C. 4-2-3-5-1 

Jawaban Soal No 3 : C. 4-2-3-5-1

Soal No 4 (4 april)

A. In this section of the test, you are required to 
demonstrate your ability to paraphrase sentences and 
to recognize language that is not appropriate for 
standard written English. There are five parts to this 
section, with special direction for each part.

A. Numbers 1 – 10 contain complete and correct 
sentences. For each number, you are required to
choose the most appropriate paraphrased sentence 
closest in meaning to the original one.

1. There are probably more than 10 billion trees 
under cultivation on the coffee plantations of the 
world.
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A. More than 10 billion people cultivated coffee 
in plantation around the world

B. May be more than 10 billion trees are 
cultivated on the coffee plantations in the 
world.

C. More than 10 billion coffee trees in the 
world are planted under supervision.

D. Cultivating more than 10 billion trees on the 
coffee plantation is probably not an easy 
thing to do.

2. Some 20 years after the end of World War I, 
lingering disputes erupted in an even larger and 
bloodier conflict—World War II.

A. 20 years since the end of World War I, a 
volcano erupted and became an even larger 
and bloodier disaster like the World War II.

B. New disputes erupted in an even larger and 
bloodier conflict during World War I although 
the World War II also broke for 20 years.

C. Many 20-year conflicts may cause lingering 
disputes that will erupt in an even larger and 
bloodier war such as World War I.

D. Around 20 years after World War I ended, the 
remaining conflict became an even more 
massive and worse war, namely World War II.

3. Representative democracy was practiced in 
the countries in Europe, where the great 
number of citizens made it impossible for all 
of them to meet in one place.
(A) Because the great number of citizens 
made it impossible for all of them to gather in 
a single area, then Representative democracy 
is neither a practical nor best choice for 
countries in Europe.
(B) Because the great number of citizens 
made it impossible for all of them to meet in 
one place, Representative democracy was 
only suitable for the countries in Europe.
(C) Because the large number of people in the 
countries made it impossible for the entire of 
them to gather in an area, Representative 
democracy was adopted in the countries in 
Europe.
(D) Representative democracy was practical 
for the European countries because the great 

number of citizens made it possible for all of 
them to meet in one place.

Jawaban Soal No 4

1.B
2.D
3.C

Soal No 5 (4 april)

B. Numbers 11 – 20 contain incorrect sentences. The 
incorrect part of the sentence has been identified for 
you. You are required to find the correct option to 
replace the underlined part.

4. Warner Brothers became knows for its tightly 
budgeted, technically competent entertainment films.
A. was knowing
B. known 
C. to knowing
D. had known

5. A vaccine is a substance administered to humans or 
animals protect them from serious diseases.
A. to protect 
B. protects 
C. Protected
D. which protecting

6. The size of Tyrannosaurus’ forelimbs have puzzling
paleontologists, who have tried to determine their 
use for such a powerful animal.
A. puzzle 
B. had been puzzling 
C. has puzzled
D. Puzzled

Jawaban Soal No 5
4.B
5.A
6.C

Soal No 6 ()
C. Numbers 21 – 30, Choose the most appropriate and 
correct sentence.

7.
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A. The first scientist to recognize and use the power of 
the lever was Archimedes.

B. The first scientist to recognized and used the power 
of the lever was Archimedes.

C. The first scientist recognized and used the power of 
the lever were Archimedes.

D. The first scientist recognizes and uses the power of 
the lever was Archimedes.

8. 
A. The most used system commonly of writing by and 

for blind persons is Braille called.
B. The most commonly used system of writing by and 

for persons blind is called Braille.
C. The most used system commonly of is writing by 

and for persons blind is called Braille.
D. The most commonly used system of writing by and 

for blind persons is called Braille.

9. 
A. Although cholera is usually not life-threatening, the 

symptoms produces it can extremely 
uncomfortable.

B. Although cholera is usually not life-threatening, the 
symptoms it produces can be extreme 
uncomfortable.

C. Although cholera is usually not life-threatening, the 
symptoms it produces can be extremely 
uncomfortable.

D. Although cholera is usually not life-threatening, the 
symptoms produces it can be extremely 
uncomfortable.

Jawaban Soal No 6:
7.D
8.C
9.B

Soal No 7 ()

E. Numbers 37 – 40 contain jumbled sentences. You 
are required to identify the correct order to form a 
good paragraph.

13. 1. Thorough chewing cuts food into small pieces 
that are more easily attacked by the saliva, which 
moistens the food so it can be swallowed easily.
2. Digestion begins in the mouth, where the food is 

cut and chopped by the teeth.
3. From the mouth the food is swallowed into the 
tubelike esophagus, or gullet.
4. The saliva also contains the enzyme amylase, which 
changes some starches into simple sugars .
5. The tongue helps mix the food particles with a 
digestive juice called saliva, which is secreted by 
glands in the mouth.
A. 2-3-1-4-5 C. 2-5-1-4-3
B. 2-5-4-3-1 D. 2-3-5-1-4

14. 1. As it lays the eggs, it may or may not fertilize 
them with sperm from its sperm sac.
2. The female eggs develop into fertile queens, sterile 
workers, or soldiers.
3. Most of the ants in a colony are workers.
4. A queen ant digs a hole where it lays its eggs and 
waits until the first ants emerge.
5. Fertilized eggs result in females, while unfertilized 
eggs produce males.
A. 4-1-5-2-3 C. 4-5-2-3-1
B. 4-3-5-2-1 D. 4-2-1-5-3

15. 1. The exercise which involve physical effort such 
as walking, swimming, bicycling, and jogging is known 
as active exercise.
2. It includes many physical therapy techniques.
3. Physical training of the human body to improve the 
way it functions is known as exercise.
4. On the other hand, the exercise which involves a 
machine or the action of other people is called passive 
exercise.
5. The exercise can be categorized as either active or 
passive.
A. 3-2-1-4-5 C. 3-1-4-2-5
B. 3-5-2-4-1 D. 3-5-1-4-2

Jawaban Soal No 7:

13.A
14.D
15.B

Soal no 8 (7 januari)
===========================================
You will be given 4 sentences - A, B, C and D. Once you 
read all four sentences, it is up to you to rearrange 
them in the correct order.
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In order to provide you with a simple starting point, 
solve the question below. The directions for solving it 
are simple.
The sentences given in each question, when properly 
sequenced, form a coherent paragraph. Each 
sentence is labelled with a letter. Choose the most 
logical order of sentences from among the given 
choices to construct a coherent paragraph.
==========================================

A. On Monday the secretary of state is due to hold a 
day of meetings with high-level political, military 
and business figures to further a “strategic
dialogue” aimed at further expansion of US trade 
in India.

B. US secretary of state Hillary Clinton arrived in 
India on Sunday for strategic talks aimed at 
bolstering bilateral ties and securing firmer 
support for the war in Afghanistan.

C. Clinton arrived by plane in Delhi before noon, 
according to a reporter travelling with her, ahead 
of expected talks with Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh and President Pratibha Patel in the 
evening.

1. BAC 
2. BCA
3. CBA 
4. CAB

A. For example, when the early homo-sapiens left 
their homes in search for food, they would risk 
death and injury from dangerous animals.

B. Throughout human history, the universe has 
presented an innumerable amount of dangers to 
explorers.

C. Today, many adventure enthusiasts seek to find 
the thrills and adrenaline rush which their 
ancestors had experienced in the wild.

D. The tradition of humans going out to experience 
the dangers of unknown nature still exists.

1) ABCD
2) ABDC
3) BADC
4) DABC
5) CBAD

Jawaban No 7

Soal No 8 (10 januari)
Arrange these sentences into a good paragraph!

1. These violent storms are often a hundred miles in 
diameter, and their wind can reach velocities of 
seventy-five miles per hour or more.

2. The energy that is released by a hurricane in one 
day exceeds the total energy consumed by the 
humankind through out the world in one year

3. Hurricanes exert tremendous power
4. Furthermore, the strong wind and heavy rain fall 

that accompany them can completely destroy a 
small town in a couple of hours.

5. They can also be called cyclones.

a. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 
b. 3 – 5 – 1 – 4 – 2 
c. 3 – 5 – 1 – 2 – 4 
d. 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1

Jawaban Soal No 8 :

Soal No 9

A. On Monday the secretary of state is due to hold a 
day of meetings with high-level political, military 
and business figures to further a “strategic 
dialogue” aimed at further expansion of US trade 
in India.

B. US secretary of state Hillary Clinton arrived in 
India on Sunday for strategic talks aimed at 
bolstering bilateral ties and securing firmer 
support for the war in Afghanistan.

C. Clinton arrived by plane in Delhi before noon, 
according to a reporter travelling with her, ahead 
of expected talks with Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh and President Pratibha Patel in the 
evening.

1. BAC 
2. BCA 
3. CBA 
4. CAB

Jawaban Soal No 9

Soal No 10.
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1) That energy that is released by hurricane in one 
day exceeds the total energy consumed by 
human kind throughout the world

2) These violent storms are often a hundred miles in 
diameter, and their winds can reach velocities of 
75 miles per hour or more

3) Hurricanes, which are also called cyclones, exert 
termendous power

4) Furthermore, the strong winds and heavy rainfall 
that accompany them completely destroy small 
town in a couple of hours

Jawaban Soal No 10

Soal No 11

Numbers 31 – 36 contain jumbled sentences. One of 
the sentences has been underlined. You are required 
to choose the next sentence which logically follows 
the underlined one.

10. 1. If an object held near the surface of the earth is 
released, it will fall and accelerate, or pick up speed, 
as it descends.
2. The weight of an object is equal to the mass of the 
object multiplied by the acceleration due to gravity.
3. The force of gravity on an object is also called the 
object's weight.
4. This acceleration is caused by gravity, the force of 
attraction between the object and the earth.
5. This force depends on the object's mass, or the 
amount of matter in the object.

A. 2 
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5

11. 1. Internet is composed of many interconnected 
computer networks.

2.Instead, an individual who has Internet access can 
communicate directly with anyone else on the 
Internet, post information for general consumption or 
retrieve information.
3. Each network may link tens, hundreds, or even 
thousands of computers, enabling them to share 
information and processing power.
4. The Internet has made it possible for people all over 
the world to communicate with one another 
effectively and inexpensively.
5. Unlike traditional broadcasting media, such as radio 
and television, the Internet does not have a 
centralized distribution system.

A. 2 
B. 3 
C. 4
D. 5

12. 1. Pregnancy starts when a male’s sperm fertilizes 
a female’s ovum, and the fertilized ovum implants in 
the lining of the uterus.
2. By the 12th week of pregnancy many of these 
symptoms have subsided, but others appear.
3. Some women also experience cravings for unusual 
substances such as ice, clay, or cornstarch; this 
condition, called pica, can indicate a dietary deficiency 
in iron or other nutrients.
4. Other symptoms include breast tenderness and 
swelling, fatigue, nausea or sensitivity to smells, 
increased frequency of urination, mood swings, and 
weight gain.
5. Because pregnancy changes a woman’s normal 
hormone patterns, one of the first signs of pregnancy 
is a missed menstrual period.

A. 2
B. 3 
C. 4
D. 5

Jawaban Soal No 10
10.B
11.D
12.A

Reading 2,125 poin x 40 butir 
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Soal No 1 (27 may)

The planet Mars has always captured the human 
imagination. There is its redness. We know now that 
the color comes from chemical reactions that long ago 
locked up Mars's oxygen in reddish minerals on its 
surface, causing the "rusting" of the planet. To the 
ancient people, the red color meant only one thing: 
blood. From the earliest times, Mars has been 
associated with bloodshed. Even the astronomical 
symbol for Mars, a circle with an arrow pointing at 2 
o'clock, is supposed to represent a shield and a 
spears.
As astronomers used telescopes, Mars mythology 
grew. It was the Italian astronomer Giovanni 
Schiaparelli who, in 1877, produced the most lasting 
bit of Martian folklore. He saw what he took to be 
long, thin, unnaturally straight lines on the Martian 
surface. He called them canali, a word that can 
translate into English either as "channels" or "canals." 
Unfortunately, the latter translation was used, and 
the canals of Mars were born. Of course, if there were 
canals, there had to be canal builders, so once more 
Mars was peopled with all manner of intelligent life 
forms!
In 1965 Mariner 4 sent back first close-up pictures of 
the Martian surface. Not only were there no canals, 
but Mariner 4 and the spacecraft that followed 
revealed a planet that was a cratered, lifeless desert. 
We have subsequently learned that Mars is home to 
Olympus Mons, the largest volcano in the entire solar 
system, and to a canyon system stretching for almost 
3,000 miles around the Martian equator. The 
atmosphere is extremely thin (equivalent to that at 
130,000 feet above Earth) and made up almost 
entirely of carbon dioxide. The surface is cold, almost 
never getting above freezing even at the summertime 
equator.
Perhaps the greatest surprise were the photographs 
from Mariner 9 in 1971 and 1972 that showed 
channels on the surface. Now these were not 
Schiaparelli's canali there's, no way these channels 
could be seen by even the most powerful earthbound 
telescope. They are unmistakable water courses, 
however. There is no water in them now, but they 
trace out the path of water that flowed in the past. 
They are like the dry river of the American West, 
through which water from rain flows, but which are 

dry most of the time. Water once ran on the surface 
of Mars.
New explorations on Mars by the spacecraft 
Pathfinder, due to arrive on the planet's surface in 
1997, are planned to give scientists more information 
about possible past life on Mars. One of Pathfinder's 
missions will be to lay the foundation for future 
efforts to find fossil remains of living things. The 
landing site for the Mars Pathfinder is going to be the 
mouth of a flood channel called Ares Vallis.

1. It can be inferred from the passage that myths 
about Mars
(A) are widely believed today
(B) have been dispelled by current space exploration
(C) are based on scientific facts
(D) depict it as a lifeless planet

2. Which of the following have NOT been a source of 
information about Mars?
(A) Spacecraft
(B) Telescopes
(C) Conjecture
(D) Astronauts

3. The phrase "the latter" in line 21 refers to
(A) canals
(B) canali
(C) channels
(D) unusual straight lines

4. Where in the passage does the author give 
information about the topography of Mars?
(A) Lines 2-6
(B) Lines 26-32
(C) Lines 38-46
(D) Lines 58-62

5. The word "powerful" in line 46 is closest in meaning 
to
(A) expensive
(B) dominant
(C) influential
(D) strong

6. According to the passage, the redness of Mars is a 
result of
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(A) a chemical reaction on the planet surface
(B) the old age of the planet
(C) the reflection of the Sun
(D) an abundance of oxygen in the planet's 
atmosphere

7. Why do scientists think that the channels of Mars 
were waterways?
(A) Bones have been found there.
(B) They still have a little water in them.
(C) They resemble a similar system on Earth.
(D) They are straight and narrow.

8. According to the passage, Pathfinder's mission to 
Mars includes
(A) preparing for future fossil-finding expeditions
(B) placing specialized equipment on the planet's 
surface
(C) checking for flood damage
(D) bringing back fossils for further study

Kunci Jawaban Soal No 1.

Soal No 2 (10 may)

The Big Bang Theory

Most astronomers believe the Universe began in a Big 
Bang about 14 billion years ago. At that time, the 
entire Universe was inside a bubble that was 
thousands of times smaller than a pinhead. It was 
hotter and denser than anything we can imagine.

Then it suddenly exploded. The Universe that we 
know was born. Time, space and matter all began with 
the Big Bang. In a fraction of a second, the Universe 
grew from smaller than a single atom to bigger than a 
galaxy. And it kept on growing at a fantastic rate. It is 
still expanding today.

As the Universe expanded and cooled, energy 
changed into particles of matter and antimatter. 
These two opposite types of particles largely 
destroyed each other. But some matter survived. 
More stable particles called protons and neutrons 
started to form when the Universe was one second 
old.

Over the next three minutes, the temperature 

dropped below 1 billion degrees Celsius. It was now 
cool enough for the protons and neutrons to come 
together, forming hydrogen and helium nuclei. 

After 300 000 years, the Universe had cooled to about 
3000 degrees. Atomic nuclei could finally capture 
electrons to form atoms. The Universe filled with 
clouds of hydrogen and helium gas. 

1. Evidence indicates that galaxies are
A. stationary
B. moving away from each other
C. moving towards each other
D. always changing direction

2. The Big Bang theory
A. is now an accepted fact
B. states that galaxies make a loud sound when they 
collide
C. states that the universe began with an event
D. does not yet have evidence to support it

3. If a star is moving toward you,
A. its wavelengths become compressed
B. its wavelengths get longer
C. its wavelengths do not change
D. its wavelengths cannot be accurately 
Measured

4. If a star is moving away from you,
A. its wavelengths become compressed
B. its wavelengths get longer
C. its wavelengths do not change
D. its wavelengths cannot be accurately 
measured

Kunci jawaban soal No 2

Soal No 3

The planet Mars has always captured the human 
imagination. There is its redness. We know now that 
the color comes from chemical reactions that long ago 
locked up Mars's oxygen in reddish minerals on its 
surface, causing the "rusting" of the planet. To the 
ancient people, the red color meant only one thing: 
blood. From the earliest times, Mars has been 
associated with bloodshed. Even the astronomical 
symbol for Mars, a circle with an arrow pointing at 2 
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o'clock, is supposed to represent a shield and a 
spears.
As astronomers used telescopes, Mars mythology 
grew. It was the Italian astronomer Giovanni 
Schiaparelli who, in 1877, produced the most lasting 
bit of Martian folklore. He saw what he took to be 
long, thin, unnaturally straight lines on the Martian 
surface. He called them canali, a word that can 
translate into English either as "channels" or "canals." 
Unfortunately, the latter translation was used, and 
the canals of Mars were born. Of course, if there were
canals, there had to be canal builders, so once more 
Mars was peopled with all manner of intelligent life 
forms!
In 1965 Mariner 4 sent back first close-up pictures of 
the Martian surface. Not only were there no canals, 
but Mariner 4 and the spacecraft that followed 
revealed a planet that was a cratered, lifeless desert. 
We have subsequently learned that Mars is home to 
Olympus Mons, the largest volcano in the entire solar 
system, and to a canyon system stretching for almost 
3,000 miles around the Martian equator. The 
atmosphere is extremely thin (equivalent to that at 
130,000 feet above Earth) and made up almost 
entirely of carbon dioxide. The surface is cold, almost 
never getting above freezing even at the summertime 
equator.
Perhaps the greatest surprise were the photographs 
from Mariner 9 in 1971 and 1972 that showed 
channels on the surface. Now these were not 
Schiaparelli's canali there's, no way these channels 
could be seen by even the most powerful earthbound 
telescope. They are unmistakable water courses, 
however. There is no water in them now, but they 
trace out the path of water that flowed in the past. 
They are like the dry river of the American West, 
through which water from rain flows, but which are 
dry most of the time. Water once ran on the surface 
of Mars.
New explorations on Mars by the spacecraft 
Pathfinder, due to arrive on the planet's surface in 
1997, are planned to give scientists more information 
about possible past life on Mars. One of Pathfinder's 
missions will be to lay the foundation for future 
efforts to find fossil remains of living things. The 
landing site for the Mars Pathfinder is going to be the 
mouth of a flood channel called Ares Vallis.

1. It can be inferred from the passage that myths 
about Mars
(A) are widely believed today
(B) have been dispelled by current space exploration
(C) are based on scientific facts
(D) depict it as a lifeless planet

2. Which of the following have NOT been a source of 
information about Mars?
(A) Spacecraft
(B) Telescopes
(C) Conjecture
(D) Astronauts
3. The phrase "the latter" in line 21 refers to
(A) canals
(B) canali
(C) channels
(D) unusual straight lines

4. Where in the passage does the author give 
information about the topography of Mars?
(A) Lines 2-6
(B) Lines 26-32
(C) Lines 38-46
(D) Lines 58-62

5. The word "powerful" in line 46 is closest in meaning 
to
(A) expensive
(B) dominant
(C) influential
(D) strong

6. According to the passage, the redness of Mars is a 
result of
(A) a chemical reaction on the planet surface
(B) the old age of the planet
(C) the reflection of the Sun
(D) an abundance of oxygen in the planet's 
atmosphere

7. Why do scientists think that the channels of Mars 
were waterways?
(A) Bones have been found there.
(B) They still have a little water in them.
(C) They resemble a similar system on Earth.
(D) They are straight and narrow.
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8. According to the passage, Pathfinder's mission to 
Mars includes
(A) preparing for future fossil-finding expeditions
(B) placing specialized equipment on the planet's 
surface
(C) checking for flood damage
(D) bringing back fossils for further study

Jawaban Soal No 3
1.B
2.D
3.A
4.B
5.D
6.B
7.C
8.D

Soal No 4 (22 februari)
Reading Comprehension Text 1

A marketer can narelysatisfit everyone in amarket. 
Not everyone likes the same soft drink auto mobile, 
college, and movie. Therefore, marketers starts with 
market segmentation. They identify and profile 
distinct groups of buyers who might prefer or require 
varying products and marketing mixers .Market 
segments can be identified by examining 
demographics psychographics and behavioral among 
buyers. The firm decides which segments presents the 
greatest opportunity those whose needs the firm can 
meet in a superior fashion for each chosen target 
market, the firm develops a market offering. The 
offering is exemple, values developes his car for the 
target market of buyers for whom safest a costumers 
can buy. 

Traditionally, a “market” was a physical plan where 
buyers and sellers gathered to exchange goods. How 
marketers view the sellers as the industry and 
communications ( ads, direct mail, email massages ) to 
the market : in return they recive money and 
information ( attitudes< sales data).

A global industry is one in which the strategic 
positions of computitors in major geographic or 
national markets are fundamentally affected by their 
overall global position. Global firms both large and 

small plan, operate and coourdinate their activities 
and exchanges on a world wide basic.

Today we can distinguish between a market plan and 
a market space. The shopping in store ; market space 
is digital, E-commerce business transactions 
condected one live has many advantages for both 
consumers and business, including, convelence, 
savings, selection, personalition, and information for 
example, on line shopping is so convergent that 30 
percent, of the order generated by the web site of REI, 
a recreational keeping its stores often late or hiring 
costumers service representatives. However 
costumers for lower prices and is 
threderingintermediars such as travel agents, 
stockbokers, insurance agents, and traditional hetailer 
.To succed in the on line market space marketers will 
need to naergonize and nedefine themselves

Question :
1. What is the author primanly concerned with ?

2. The word they in line % refers to . . . .

3. It can be inferned from the text that the purpose of 
the market segmentation is . . . .

4. The word “ psycographie” in line 10 might include 
the following items, except . . . . .

5. Which of the following is true ?

6. The pronoun “one” in line 33 refers to . . . . .

7. The word “ sparing” in line 55 is closet in meaning 
to . . . . .

8. The author gives an example of on line shopping in 
the text to show . . . .

9. Where in the text does the author mention gives 
the modern definition on the market . . .

10. Where is the text does the author mention the 
benefit of on-line transaction ?

Jawaban Soal No 4:
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Ga ada jawaban 

Soal no 5 (16 januari)

The pioneers of the teaching of science imagined that 
its introduction into education would remove the 
conventionality, artificiality, and backward 
lookingness which were characteristic; of classical 
studies, but they were gravely disappointed. So, too, 
in 5 their time had the humanists thought that the 
study of the classical authors in the original would 
banish at once the dull pedantry and superstition of 
mediaeval scholasticism. 

The professional schoolmaster was a match for both 
of them, and has almost managed to make the 
understanding of chemical reactions as dull 10 and as 
dogmatic an affair as the reading of Virgil's Aeneid.
The chief claim for the use of science in education is 
that it teaches a child something about the actual 
universe in which he is living, in making him 
acquainted with the results of scientific 15 discovery, 
and at the same time teaches him how to think 
logically and inductively by studying scientific method. 
A certain limited success has been reached in the first 
of these aims, but practically
none at all in the second. 

Those privileged members of the community who 
have been through a secondary or public school 20 
education may be expected to know something about 
the elementary physics and chemistry of a hundred 
years ago, but they probably know hardly more than 
any bright boy can pick up from an interest in wireless 
or scientific hobbies out of school hours. As to the 
learning of scientific method, the whole thing is 
palpably 25 a farce. Actually, for the convenience of 
teachers and the requirements of the examination 
system, it is necessary that the pupils not only do not 
learn scientific method but learn precisely
the reverse, that is, to believe exactly what they are 
told and to reproduce it when asked, whether it 
seems nonsense to them or 30 not. 

The way in which educated people respond to such 
quackeries as spiritualism or astrology, not to say 
more dangerous ones such as racial theories or 

currency myths, shows that fifty years of education in 
the method of science in Britain or Germany has
produced no visible effect whatever. 

The only way of learning the 35 method of science is 
the long and bitter way of personal experience, and, 
until the educational or social systems are altered
to make this possible, the best we can expect is the 
production of a minority of people who are able to 
acquire some of the techniques of science and a still 
smaller minority who are able to use and 40 develop 
them.

1. The author implies that the 'professional 
schoolmaster' (line 7) has
A. no interest in teaching science 
B. thwarted attempts to enliven education 
C. aided true learning 
D. supported the humanists 
E. been a pioneer in both science and humanities. 

2. The author’s attitude to secondary and public 
school education in the sciences is
A. ambivalent 
B. neutral 
C. supportive 
D. satirical 
E. contemptuous 

3. The word ‘palpably’ (line 24) most nearly means
A. empirically 
B. obviously 
C. tentatively 
D. markedly 
E. ridiculously 

4. The author blames all of the following for the 
failure to impart scientific method through the 
education system except
A. poor teaching 
B. examination methods 
C. lack of direct experience 
D. the social and education systems 
E. lack of interest on the part of students 

5. If the author were to study current education in 
science to see how things have changed since he 
wrote the piece, he would probably be most 
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interested in the answer to which of the following 
questions?
A. Do students know more about the world about 
them? 
B. Do students spend more time in laboratories? 
C. Can students apply their knowledge logically?
D. Have textbooks improved? 
E. Do they respect their teachers? 

6. Astrology (line 31) is mentioned as an example of
A. a science that needs to be better understood 
B. a belief which no educated people hold 
C. something unsupportable to those who have 
absorbed the methods of science 
D. the gravest danger to society 
E. an acknowledged failure of science 

7. All of the following can be inferred from the text 
except
A. at the time of writing, not all children received a 
secondary school education 
B. the author finds chemical reactions interesting 
C. science teaching has imparted some knowledge of 
facts to some children 
D. the author believes that many teachers are 
authoritarian 
E. it is relatively easy to learn scientific method.

Jawaban Soal No 5

Majalengka, 29 Juni 2013


